
Superficiality

 Superficiality:  Lack of thoroughness, depth of character, or serious thought. 

Source: https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=superficiality&rlz=1C1CHBD_en-
GBGB786GB786&oq=Superficiality&aqs=chrome.0.0l6.2391j0j8&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8

Many  of  us  are  definitely  superficial,  Individually  shallow.  Lacking  substance,  depth  to  our
characters, and Judging things only on a surface level.  But to think with such a narrow minded
view is to unavoidably be undiscerning. To not be perceptive, having insight. It's the insight that
gives perspective. If we are to see beyond what we can see, then it is to look deeper; and not just
stop at the surface. 

Things that appease our senses are determine to be good rather than their content.  If it smells,
looks, feels, sounds and taste good, then it must be good.  But by  this type of thinking, you can
ignorantly be inclined to misjudgement, and make assumptions based on a lack of knowledge. To
determine if something is good, looking at the surface, you end up by passing the content. And by,
by passing the content, you can make a misjudgement. To by pass the content, you can not make
and accurate critique or judgment of anything you have not logically processed, in order to form a
sensible opinion.  We particularly  in the west are guilty  of  this.  Due to our economic,  political
system, and media.

In the western world, democratic societies advocate collectivism. Democracy is the rule of the
majority.  The   majority  of  people  have  an   elected  representative   implement  policies  and
legislations they want in society.  But since people  politically view societal problems and solutions
as  collectives,  people  are  inclined  to  habitually  think  according  to  the  way  the  majority
contemplates, and not individually for themselves on the most important issues.  In the west it is
also  very  materialistic.  Capitalism  espouses  socio  economic  classism  and  materialism.  Money,
material wealth and position means economic status of  higher classes in society.  People's value is
estimated according to how much material wealth and money they  actually have. It is believed
money creates purpose.  Money and what the majority thinks becomes absolutely central because
of low self esteem. Concerning  scepticism of identity,  some give into the pressure just to feel
accepted amongst others.  Thus, validation from others as it pertains to money compensates for
the emptiness within. And also, the media is responsible for the influence of mass opinion. Shaping
people's  visual  perception;  and  therefore  by  shaping  people's  visual  perception  is  to  shape
people's world view. It could then indoctrinate  us to think passively and not objectively. Without
filtering out what we are viewing, we are endanger of verifying facts according to what we've seen.
it  entails  can  limit  our  thought  processing  to  able  to  think  logically.  Henceforth,  we  are
systematically made to think superficially. Whatever the social or political narrative is, everybody
follows suit. E.g. the emperor's new clothes. The boy out of the majority spoke the truth when
everybody else agreed with the lie. Gandhi would of called  him a minority of one. One person who
clearly saw it for what it is, one person calling  nakedness, nakedness, and not no special outfit,
one person who spoke  that which was contrary to the majority. One person who spoke the truth.
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Shallow people  do  not  appreciate  profound  thinkers.  A  person  who  loves  education  is  called
derogatory names. Such as nerd, geek and loser.  But those who are  socially accepted are the ones
that  are   completely  shallow.  They  are  lazy  thinkers.  They  despise  reading,  solving  problems
through puzzles and mathematics. Reading broadens  our perspective. Knowledge is derived from
the information we receive from books relating to different people's point of view. Maths helps us
to think logically.  Deepens our thought processing for  analytical thinking, in order to be more
effective when it comes to  problem solving. People with depth tend to  think more critically than
others. 

In conclusion: since the world follows the example of the west, the world is  also superficial.


